INCORPORATING THE VERY LATEST GLAZING TECHNOLOGY

THE ULTIMATE TRIPLE GLAZED WINDOW from WindowWISE

Providing a Combination of
the Highest Levels of Sound
Insulation, Energy
Efficiency and Security
4mm Clear Float Glass (toughened safety glass
where necessary) first pane
12mm Argon gas-filled cavity
4mm Planitherm Total+ Clear Toughened
Safety Glass centre pane
12mm Argon gas-filled cavity
4mm Planitherm Total+ Clear Glass third pane
changeable to 6.4mm laminated glass for enhanced sound reduction

‘Swiss V’ Warm-Edge Spacer Bar
Unique ‘slimline’ appearance
Multi-Chamber profile
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Available in a wide range of colours
and finishes including woodgrains.
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The PlatinumNRG3 window incorporates triple-glazing using three
panes of glass which form two insulating layers. This provides the
highest levels of combined heat insulation and sound reduction and at
the same time considerably enhances security.
Almost indistinguishable from double-glazed windows, yet far superior
in terms of performance. The outer pane uses 4mm clear float glass
(toughened where necessary), the middle and inner panes are 4mm clear
Planitherm Total+ (the middle pane being toughened). These 3 panes are
separated by 2 warm-edge spacer bars and two argon gas-filled cavities
that allow more of the sun’s warmth in and less to escape from inside
the room. A window that will make your home a considerably warmer,
quieter, safer and more environmentally friendly place to live.
The innovative 6-chamber PVCu frame eliminates the need for
thermal inserts and uses structural PVCu for rigidity rather than
heat-conducting steel.

PLANITHERMU
Triple glazing will retain heat and therefore save energy and reduce
heating costs unlike any other window type. It® will also reflect heat
back into the room due to the internal panes of Planitherm Total+
glass incorporated within the sealed unit.
®
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By incorporting PLANITHERM TOTAL+ glass, the
PlatinumNRG3 Triple Glazed Window far exceeds the thermal
efficiency of even an A-Rated window.
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The additional cavity created by having 3 panes of glass significantly
increases sound reduction, ideal for installations close to main roads, railway
lines, airports or in busy urban environments, providing a Rw31dB sound reduction,
this can be improvedCraftsmanship,
to Rw37dB by opting for
Quality & Customer Care
6.4mm laminated glass for the inside pane.

By adding a third pane of glass, security will be
greatly enhanced, as toughened glass is used for
Customer
Care
the centre pane of glass.
So, why not upgrade and improve to
PlatinumNRG3 - the ultimate triple-glazed
window from Window Wise.
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